
Fairy Tale Jam 

 

Sing a Song from Into the Woods-To be downloaded from Itunes- Kareoke version 

Dance- Up to teacher but I think go with a Hip Hop One (Think there is one for 3 Little Pigs) 

Lesson 1 

Drama Game 

15 mins 

 

Theatre Sports- 

 

Fairy Tale- 20 mins 

In groups re enact a fairy tale competing against another group in the following time frames 

5 Minutes, 2.5 minutes, 1 minute, 30 secs, 15 secs, 5 secs 

The group who gets closest to the time frames wins. There should be a narrator for each group. 

 

Discuss Fairy Tales-10 mins 

Characters 

Stories 

Morals 

Purpose 

 

In groups tell fairy tales in the following styles 

Opera 

Rap 

Soap Opera 

Slap Stick (Look this up and give definition 

 



Lesson 2 

Drama Games-15 mins 

Learn the song-15 mins 

Learn the dance- 15 mins 

Read Rhol Dahl’s revolting Rhymes and discuss how the writer has changed the tales- 20 mins 

Theatre Sports to finish 

Pick a Fairy Tale Character and turn them into a total modern day brat Ie-  

Goldi Locks- is a greedy, selfish, popular but bitchy girl 

They have to get a phone call as this character revealing; personality, voice, movement etc 

20 mins 

 

Lesson 3 

Drama Games-15 minutes 

Practice Song- give each person a solo bit-15 minutes 

Practice dance- each person to have solo bit-15 minutes 

Discuss 3-4 different Fairy tales to alter/ modernise.-20 minutes 

Go through each one and discuss how they can be modernised, altered and what moral message 

they should have for a modern time. Do it on Butchers paper as a class. 

Modern elements can be 

Hip Hop  

Crumping 

The Bears are Teachers/ bullies/politicians/popular kids/ kids from a different race 

Little Red Riding Hood is a total dag bullied by the cool kid- the wolf 

The 3 Little Pigs are different countries invaded by war. 

The above is only to get the ball rolling- get the kids to alter themselves. 

Alter  

Settings 

Characters professions, identity 



Moral message 

Theatrical style 

 

Decide on 4 groups and who is in them. 

There should be a narrator in each one but that narrator can be a character also. 

Get each group to brainstorm further on how they will alter it and what stage craft to add-singing, 

dancing, comedy, costume, acting style, technology (lights, projectors etc) 

Each piece should only be about 5 mins. 

Present back to group- 15 mins 

 

Lesson 4 

Games-15 minutes 

Song-15 mins 

Dance-15 mins 

Talk about expression in Narration, intonation, volume to reach large audience 

Get into your allocated groups and work on the start of your fairy tale. Then present to class-20 

minutes. 

Theatre Sports to finish- Prompt conversation as 2 fairy tale characters- 10 mins 

 

Lesson 5 

Games-15 mins 

Song-15 mins  

Dance-15 mins 

Work on Middle of Fairy Tales and present- class and teacher to offer constructive feedback and the 

groups to go away and work on the suggestions- 25 mins 

Theatre Sports to finish- create a 1 min Tv Ad in groups with fairytale characters advertising fairytale 

products- 10 mins 

 

 



 

 

 

Lesson 6 

Games-10 mins 

Song-10 mins 

Dance-10 mins 

Work on ending of piece and present with class offering feedback-15 mins 

Work on whole piece and present- 15 mins 

Class to discuss how to tie the whole show together; with narration, add breaks with fairytale 

characters advertising fairy tale products, jingles etc- 10 mins 

Work on the tying together bits-10 mins 

 

Lesson 7 

Craft  

And refining show 

 

Lesson 8-10/11 

Dress rehearsals. 

 

 

 

 


